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We Share Food! 

_________________________________________________________________ 
 

YOUR MINISTRY AT WORK! 

Wilkinsburg Community Ministry remains open Monday through Friday, with food distribution 

service from 9-1.  We enforce the 6-8-foot distancing in the waiting line outside the pantry, and 

we insist that those waiting and entering the pantry wear their masks. Although our numbers of 

households have dropped from the high at the end of March and the first three weeks of April, 

we expect that the households asking for assistance will stabilize at 175 a week, which is tripled 

what it was a year ago.  We anticipate distributing over 65 tons of food by the end of the year 

We encourage families to eat fresh food whenever possible and 60% of what we offer is fresh. 

We also encourage cooking with lentils and beans.  We provide recipes and, when possible, 

meal kits that include everything needed to make the meal.  We recognize that many of the 

diseases that afflict our neighbors can be mitigated with proper diet, and we encourage people to 

eat healthy food that they have (ideally) cooked at home.  

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF CRITICAL NEEDS ALERT! 

The annual Pittsburgh Gives Critical Needs Alert occurred on 19 August.  This one-day event 

encouraged the entire community to get behind the 190 non-profits in Allegheny and 

Westmoreland counties that provide basic needs for vulnerable populations. These populations 

include seniors, health care and child care centers, people facing income losses, and those 

worried about food and housing during the pandemic.  This event usually occurs on the first 

Tuesday of May but was postponed until mid-August because of the pandemic.  WCM has 

participated in this event for several years.   

 

This year, WCM saw a stupendous increase in support.  Gifts came from far and wide—donors 

in New Jersey and Florida signed on to support WCM.  Our goal was 10 new donors this year—

an ambitious number, and we had 16 new donors.  Several donors included the processing fee in 

their donation, which is always helpful.  A lot of donors gave $10 to $25, and 3 gave $1000!  

Several donors designated their gifts to 

honor friends or community members.  

Four gave anonymously.  (See page 11 for a 

list of donors.)   

 

The Pittsburgh Foundation should have sent you an acknowledgement within 48 

hours.  Unless you withheld your details, WCM will send you an 

acknowledgment after we get the distribution, usually 4-6 weeks.  Thank you for your support of this project.   

Year # Donors Dollars raised 

2016 21  1207 

2017 24 4700 

2018 35 3036 

2019 31 3699 

2020 51 9353 
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Figure 1 Weight of food 
distributed from Food Bank 
sources.  Only food tracked from 
Food Bank and Costco counts in 
this weight number. We also 
distribute food provided by Trader 
Joe, Market District, and several 
local suppliers. 

 

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

We now face a long-term food crisis for all Americans, but it is especially devastating for people in poverty.  Many of our neighbors 

have lost their jobs for the foreseeable future: they were already low wage workers, often in health care, personal care, or hospitality.  

If they were in health care, they might eventually get a job back. Regardless of their position, the employment market has shifted and 

with it, accessibility to food. 

Food insecurity equates to an inadequate access to food for a healthy, nutritional diet, in other words, malnutrition.  Hunger is 

different: it is a physiological condition resulting from insecurity and malnutrition.  Starvation is something entirely different:  It is the 

severe deficiency in caloric intake, below the level needed to maintain an organism’s life. Fortunately, we aren’t (generally) dealing 

with starvation, although this can occur even in Allegheny County due to disease, anorexia, deprivation or prolonged fasting.  For 

those of us in Wilkinsburg, though, food insecurity arises from access and results in a nutritionally poor diet. It is pervasive and 

endemic.  

 In early August, the US Census Bureau published results of a survey in which nearly 30 million out of 249 million respondents said 

they did not have enough to eat at some point in the week before July 21. It was the highest number of people reporting insufficient 

food since the Census started tracking that information in early May.  Similar to unemployment and poverty -- and the virus itself -- 

food insecurity disproportionately affects communities of color, women, children, senior citizens 

and people with disabilities. Some state and federal programs try to address these challenges. The 

Pandemic EBT assists families with children who previously relied on free or reduced-price 

lunches.  Some SNAP benefits have increased, but these are minimal—maybe (don’t laugh too 

hard) $16-20 more a month per person. 

According to Feeding America, food banks and pantries have seen a 50% increase in the number 

of people they are serving; probably 30 percent of those are people being served for the first time.  

At WCM, the numbers are higher.  We are serving in a month three times more than we served in 

the same month last year. We expect to distribute over 125,000 pounds of food this year—that is 

only food that came through Food Bank resources, not other donations.  In 2019, we distributed 

45,000 pounds, which was half again as much as the year before, which was twice what we 

distributed in 2017.  

WCM is preparing for a long-term food crisis, both in our neighbors’ ability to purchase food, and in 

their ability to find food. Even as the panic-buying of the spring subsided, two problems remain:  the 

increased cost of food – up to 10-12 percent for some items-- and the scarcity of food in the stores.  

Increased costs mean that many cannot purchase food that might be available. Shortages of food 

have a trickledown effect on the pantries and food banks which, like WCM, have all relied on excess 

product from grocery stores to survive. As the grocery stores have less excess, the Food Bank 

Warehouse gets less to share.  We often cannot get chicken, turkey or fish; ground meat is a scarcity from the Food Bank. 

As part of our relationship with Feeding American and the GPCFB, we pick up food several times a week directly from Costco, 

Trader Joe, Whole Foods, and Market District.  We also get a portion of our food directly 

from supplies and manufacturers.  412 Food Rescue brings us excess from several 

restaurants; we get a supply of bread from several producers including Five Points Bakery 

and Wood Street Bakery.  This by-passes the traditional relationship between pantries, 

which operate locally, and Food Bank Warehouses, like the one in Duquesne, which operate 

regionally.   

A year ago, 90 percent of the food we distributed came directly from the GPCFB warehouse. 

Another 10 percent came from congregations, groups and individuals that held can and box 

drives.  Today, half our food comes from the Duquesne Warehouse; another 25 percent (or 

so) we pick up directly from suppliers like Trader Joe, Market District and Costco, and a 

small amount we purchase directly from a restaurant supply company; the remainder, 



approximately 15%, comes from producers themselves, including several urban farms, our own gardens, and the two bakeries.    

Especially vis-à-vis fresh fruits, vegetables, and meats, we get food that is at its “sell by” date.  Sell by does not equal eat by.  Eat by 

dates for some things can be several days to several months. Some of it is spoiled, and we compost it.  A lot of it is perfectly ripe and 

ready to eat.  

And here’s another factoid to ponder.  At one point this spring, we had chicken that wasn’t already frozen.  Our families didn’t know 

what to do with it.  They wanted chicken that had already been frozen, not fresh chicken. 

As the economy remains “contracted” our neighbors will find it increasingly difficult to balance the need for food with the need for 

shelter, water, heat, and electricity.  We are examining some longer-term ways to address the challenge posed by food insecurity. Stay 

posted with our future newsletters!  At the July meeting, the Board approved an emergency budget increase to $188,700 for the 2020 

fiscal year. If you want a copy of the new budget, or clarification of the new budget, please reach out to the Finance Committee (Tom 

Ochs or Larry Viehland), or email the office. 

       Ruth A. Kittner 

CALL TO ACTION 

Periodically the Greater Pittsburgh Community Food Bank asks us to write to our representatives of the people to heighten their 

awareness of local food issues.  The President and Congressional leaders need to hear from you. Please help to make certain that they 

provide relief through the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) as they develop the next COVID-19 response bill. This 

public health and economic emergency has resulted in an unprecedented demand for food. More of our neighbors are relying on food 

banks and pantries for assistance but we can't do it alone. SNAP benefits must be increased to help meet the growing demand. 

SNAP has safeguarded the food security of Americans who are low-income in times of need for decades. Its strength and reach is 

unparalleled. In fact, for every one meal the Feeding America charitable network provides, SNAP provides nine. Every $1 billion in 

SNAP benefits supports more than 13,000 jobs and creates $32 million in farm income. Consequently, strengthening SNAP will help 

reverse the economic downswing presently facing America.    

Ask that the next COVID-19 stimulus bill: 

• Boost SNAP maximum benefits by 15 percent; 

• Increase the minimum SNAP benefit from $16 to $30; and 

• Suspend all SNAP administrative rules that would terminate or cut benefits. 

 

These provisions need to continue to be in effect until the pandemic abates and the economy improves. This will help households put 

food on the table while at the same time stimulating the economy. 

Pennsylvania legislators:   

For your convenience, a few of the Pennsylvania legislators are included here. 

Conor Lamb (District 17) 504 Washington Rd Pittsburgh, PA 15228 

Mike Doyle (District 18) 2637 East Carson Street Pittsburgh, PA 15203 

Mike Kelly (District 16) 101 E. Diamond St., Suite 210 Butler, PA 16001 

Guy Reschenthaler (District 14) 700 Pellis Road Suite 1 Greensburg, PA 15601  

Pennsylvania Senators:   

Bob Casey Jr Pittsburgh Office:  Grant Building 310 Grant Street Suite 2415 Pittsburgh PA 15219 

Patrick Toomey Washington Office: 248 Russell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510 



Figure 3 Boxes of Joy contain kits, wiffle balls, wiffle bats, 
and other items to encourage physical activity 

Figure 2 Contents include grade appropriate school 
supplies and hygiene kits 

Figure 4  Backpacks include notebooks, crayons, pencils, paper, 

If you want to know how your legislators vote, or where they stand on issues, you can go to the www.govtrack.us  GovTrack.us began 

in 2004 as a project to use technology to make the processes and procedures of the U.S. 

Congress more open and accessible. 

WCM’S ANNUAL OPERATION BACKPACK 

For at least 10 years, WCM has run “Operation Backpack” to provide for the Wilkinsburg 

School District’s school children.  Typically, WCM congregations have purchased or donated 

backpacks for the kids, and filled them with school In late July, the Wilkinsburg School 

District decided that the 560 children enrolled in PreK through 6th grade would continue 

schooling “virtually.”  The 125 students enrolled in junior high and high school will follow the 

Pittsburgh Public Schools model at Westinghouse High School.   

To continue our traditional support of 

children in the WSD, we purchased 570 back 

packs with a small amount of school 

supplies; in addition, we provided 600 

containers of hand sanitizer. Normally, we 

would have the backpacks at one of the 

churches, load them up with supplies, and 

delivery them to the children directly at the 

“back to school” event the District holds. 

This year, we sent the backpacks directly to 

the Kelly School, to be sorted and distributed to Kelly and Turner kids when they 

pick up their instructional materials.  

Covid has forced the district online for the foreseeable future.  Classes have specific grade level content in Reading/English Language 

Arts and Mathematics.  Special Subject classes also have weekly activities in Art, Music, Health, and STEAM programs.  The 

Wilkinsburg Library is also part of the long-range plan of educating kids: 

the children’s librarian, Rachel Moore, works with parents on their own 

challenges with rent, utilities, and food, mostly outdoors in the “Parklet 

Library” on Penn Avenue.  

The Waverly Seats and Feets Project is still in operation, although most of 

the items will be distributed through the library children’s section instead 

of the schools.  Several congregations and members of the Carnegie 

Mellon University History Department are collecting additional school 

supplies. The Tree of Life Congregation has joined our efforts to provide 

for the children.  Major support for the project has come from the First 

Presbyterian Church of Edgewood congregation.  

Although children remain in quarantined instruction at home, they and 

their teachers will still need supplies.  Some of the supplies seem 

obvious—pencils, paper, crayons, colored pencils, rulers, pencil 

sharpeners, etc. –but others probably less so.  A universal need is white 

boards—the small ones that can be hand held.  They are useful for both 

teachers and children. The smallish White Boards can be used by 

teachers to illustrate an idea, write a word, or help a student.  Students 

can use the White Board to answer a question, show a teacher how well 

they formed a letter, or demonstrate their mastery of a formula.  Dry 

erase boards 9X 12 (also called a lap board), 15X12, and 9x12 are 

ideally suited for children to handle, and for teachers to hold in front of 

the zoom camera for their class to see.  

Still Needed! Always Needed! 
 

Loose leaf lined paper 

Primary paper (wide lines) 

Composition notebooks 

Spiral notebooks 

Pocket folders 

High lighters 

Post Its 

Pencils and crayons (regular and 

thick) 

Pencil top erasers 

Markers 

Rulers 

Pencil cases 

Puzzles 

Dry Erase boards 

Dry erase markers 

Headphones 

Mask lanyards (holds masks in place 

with adjustable straps) 

Binders 

www.govtrack.us


Figure 5 Our friendly Census Workers have been outside the office 
since early August.  They are both smiling behind those masks 

 

THE 2020 CENSUS STATION AT WCM 

Why complete the 2020 Decennial Ccensus—10 minutes of your time?  The Decennial Census determines the number of seats each 

state has in the US House of Representatives, a process called apportionment. It forms the basis of our proportional system of 

representation.   It is also used to distribute billions—yes billions—of federal funds to local communities.  These are funds that are 

directed toward schools, roads, housing, food distribution, and a variety of other projects. 

The 2020 Census deadline approaches. Who should be counted? Anyone living in your residence on April 1, 2020:  iInfants, children, 

grandmas, great uncles, whoever is living in your house.  Do not include people like students or armed forces personnel who live away 

from your address most of the year, or people in nursing homes or care facilities, group homes, or who are incarcerated.   

All responses must be counted by September 30, 2020.  At present, the 

Allegheny County response rate is 69%, compared with the 2010 final 

response of 71%. Parts of Wilkinsburg have a high response rate at 

72%; other areas are as low as 32 %.  Collective average for 

Wilkinsburg is 49%, compared withto 56% in 2010.  If the trends 

persist, we will see a response rate at 5-10 points below the 2010 rate.  

In 2010, Congressional District 18 had a response rate of 70.3 percent.  

As of August 13, the rate is 64%. 

If the trends persist, we will see a response rate at 5-10 points below 

the 2010 rate. That could affect our representation in the US Congress 

and would definitely alter the amount of funding available to 

Wilkinsburg from Federal sources.  These include, but are not limited 

to, free school meals for children, support for road construction, water 

works, utilities repairs and replacement, and support for government 

and community projects.   

Door-knocking began on 8/09 to count non-responding Wilkinsburg 

households in-person. That means a greater share of non-responding 

homes will need to be visited by census takers — an especially 

challenging task now that the Census Bureau has shortened the door-

knocking timeframe by four weeks.  

This "Nonresponse Follow-up” will occur until Sept. 30 instead of Oct. 31 as originally planned, but during this time you can 

still fill out the form on your own or call 844-330-2020 so a census taker won't need to knock on your door.  

Your responses to the 2020 Census are safe, secure, and protected by federal law. Your answers can only be used to produce statistics. 

They cannot be used against you in any way. By law, all responses to U.S. Census Bureau household and business surveys are kept 

completely confidential. Individual decennial records are themselves sealed for 72 years, a number chosen in 1952 as slightly higher 

than average female life expectancy. 

WCM AND THE USPS 

Although WCM conducts some of its business by internet. we still rely on the United States Postal Service for most of our 

communications: 98% of our donations come in the form of checks, either directly mailed to by the donors or directly mailed to us by 

our bank. Less than 10% of our acknowledgements go by email; most are mailed first class.  We are required to send you an 

acknowledgment of your donation. 

Approximately 20% of our partners in mission receive their Well by email.  We mail about 750 Wells per month at a cost of 

approximately 2 cents per item for postage.  We get back up to 10-15 Wells a month because the address is no longer correct; it 

usually takes a week for a Well to be returned, and another 2- 3 days to enter the change in our data base.  If the correct address is 

listed by the USPS, it’s entered as listed.  If there is no address listed, we do some research to find a current address.   Each printed 



Figure 6 Garden Squash 

Figure 7 Carlos and Mike planted wine 
cap mushrooms in the garden. 

Figure 9 Yellow tomatoes 

Figure 10 Seedlings and starter plants for the 
Longhouse Garden (see next page) 

Figure 8 Red pepper almost ready! 

copy of the Well costs about 44-45 cents.  So, for about 47 cents, you get a hard copy of the Well.  In these days of “virtual” 

everything, something to hold in your hand and read is rather fun. 

HOW DOES OUR GARDEN GROW? 

Build houses and live in them; and plant gardens and eat their produce. Jeremiah 29:5 

 

Locally grown food helps us increase access and reliability in choices for pantry essentials like 

herbs, greens, and root vegetables. We are collaborating with Hamnett Community Garden, where 

we have two beds. In mid-July, the garden’s produce was ripening quickly. Since adding the wire 

fencing, some sonic mole and ground hog stakes, and fox urine, Sir Percy the ground hog has not 

been nibbling away at the garden.  We are waiting for him to figure out how to climb the fence, 

though. 

The garden continues to produce lovely veggies, herbs, and spices. Volunteers maintains it with 

water from the water barrel, regular weeding, hoeing, and general maintenance. Once a week 

Grow Pittsburgh provides us with fresh lettuce, greens, 

carrots, and other veggies from their gardens.  Other 

gardeners are sharing with us too.  We received a colorful assortment of locally grown 

produce at the pantry yesterday, brought to us by Megan and Sarah. Thanks for 

sharing the produce of your labor with WCM!  

We have been calling the garden Jagger Garden because of a ferociously prickly shrub 

growing on the perimeter. This shrub has  now been identified as a Quince.  It was planted 

there several years ago, and it was then at death’s 

door.  It has not only survived, it has thrived.  

Quince is a hardy, drought tolerant shrub.  Usually 

it is found in warm to temperate climates and is 

usually harvested before the first frost. Now that it 

has been identified, we know what to do for next 

year: quince forms thick bushes which must be 

pruned to a single stem to grow significant volumes of fruits.  Rachel (Bunn) Mellon liked 

the Quince so much she had some planted in the White House Rose Garden she designed. 

Again, thanks to Kate Luxemburg for giving us access to the lot at Pitt and Rebecca! 

The Greater Pittsburgh Community Food Bank has offered us 18 fruit trees to plant in an 

orchard.  We have found a sensible site where we can establish an orchard and garden 

combination and are negotiating with the owner of the site.  Again, locally grown food—

fruits and vegetables, herbs and spices—encourages our neighbors to share food, to pay 

attention to the environment, and to be 

attuned to the damage of dumping and litter.  

What we know about orchards wouldn’t fill a 

thimble, so we are taking advice from 

Chatham’s Center for Regional Agriculture, 

Food and Transformation (CRAFT) and their 

Eden Hall Farm program.  We anticipate a 

tough winter, plus several years of disruption 

in the food supply; we want to encourage our 

neighbors to make use of Wilkinsburg’s 

abundant vacant land. Stay tuned for more information about our 2021 gardens. 



Figure 13: The 14 X 24 X 9 foot longhouse will 
be the home for aquaponic farming initiatives 

Figure 12: Partially cut-away view of a 
model showing external appearance and 
construction of traditional Iroquois 
longhouse (Licensed by Creative 
Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic 
license) 

Figure 11: A Modern Chinampas, using a 
combination of freshwater lakes and streams to 
grow small amounts of crops.  Image from 
Wikipedia Creative Commons 

Figure 14 Exterior wall of the Long House 

 

CHINAMPAS LONGHOUSE GARDEN  

SPONSORED BY LOVE THY NEIGHBOR AND WILKINSBURG COMMUNITY MINISTRY 

What do the Aztecs and the Iroquois have in common? In Wilkinsburg, 2020, 

their combined traditional methods will provide some fresh food throughout the 

winter.   

Chinampas is a type of Mesoamerican agricultural practice which uses small, 

rectangular floats to grow crops on the shallow lake beds. Evidence of these 

growing methods exists in the Culhuacan and Tenochtitlan societies, dated by 

archeologists as well developed by 1100 CE. It is especially suited for small 

(100 ft x 10 ft) beds that were constructed on top of water.  They have high 

crop yields, with up to seven harvests a year.  

The Iroquois Longhouses date from 

the mid to late Woodlands (500 BCE-

1100 CE) period when indigenous 

populations established permanent 

settlements. Because the Northeast 

region has a lot of dense woods, the Iroquois could build houses made of wood. The Iroquois 

were also called Haudenosaunee or "People of the Longhouses" due to their preference of 

residence. Once the land was cleared, the men made a frame out of long poles of wood. Walls 

were made of sharpened and fire-hardened poles (up to 1,000 saplings for a 160 ft) house) 

driven close together into the ground. Strips of bark were woven horizontally through the lines 

of poles to form more or less weatherproof walls. Vertical, ground set oles were braced by 

horizontal poles along the walls. The roof frame was constructed by bending a series sapling 

poles, resulting in an arc-shaped roof. This was covered with leaves and grasses. The vertical 

frame was covered by bark that was sewn in place and layered as shingles. The typical longhouse was 80x18x18 ft, but some were 

over 250 feet long; a single house could shelter 4-6 families. The Iroquois were also called Haudenosaunee or "People of the 

Longhouses."   

The Chinampas Longhouse Garden project combines these two indigenous methods of 

growing and shelter: the Mesoamerican Chinampas and the Woodlands era Hoop Long 

House traditionally used by the Iroquois.  We have constructed a variation of the Long 

House but using plastic tarpaulins instead of bark and leaves to protect the crops from 

Pittsburgh winters and using shipping pallets to provide the walls.  Plants and aquatic 

helpers (small fish and shrimp) are secure in their beds busily fertilizing the crops.  

A local Iroquois man, Big Up Healing Water, approached WCM with the possibility of 

this collaboration in 2017. It’s been on the burners since then, and this year it came to 

fruition with a collaboration between the 

Iroquois Counsel Autochthon Nation and 

Wilkinsburg Community Ministry, spearheaded by Big Upp and WCM’s Jerry Gaudi (Impact 

Redevelopment and WCM Board Member) and Carlos Gasca-Yanez (WCM Pantry 

Coordinator). This project was funded in $2500 grant from Neighborhood Allies/Love Thy 

Neighbor. A longhouse garden is replicable on a level vacant lot and can be powered by wind 

and/or solar. 

 



 

 

THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPLIERS FOR THEIR SUPPORT OF THE FOOD PROGRAM. 

DONORS TO THE 2020 CRITICAL NEEDS CAMPAIGN. 
 

Kristan Abeshouse 

Barry Alfonso 

Harry and Ronna Back 

James Bush 

Melanie Carlson 

Shaun Cloonan 

Clare Cornell 

Gerald Dalton 

Carla and Richard Depperman 

Deborah & Daryl Dimasi 

Jane Duffield 

Jane T. Fox 

Jerry Gaudi 

Peter Earle Gilmore 

Tom and Kate Golightly 

Carolyn Hartner 

Janet Hellner-Burris 

Jeffrey Hoener 

Pamela Hogan 

Sona Kahkonen, in honor of her   sister, 

Gay 

Thomas & Mary Kilgour 

Lynn Kittner 

Ruth Kittner 

Stewart Lawrence 

Tawna Loutsenhizer 

Mary Coyne 

Mr. and Mrs. L. Glenn Matteson 

Bob and Helen McAfoos 

Jane Opgaard and Rob Turner 

Wendy Pardee 

Mollie Pollack 

Mark Home Roth 

Joyce M Rothermel, in honor of Kathy 

Sweeney 

Michael Rucker 

Roger and Vicki Schneider 

Denise Sheffey 

Robert Snyder and Beth Simon  

Joseph M Smith, in memory of the 

great humanitarian Roberto Clemente 

Joan Stone 

Jetta Svanaowic 

Therese Tardio 

Barbara Cooley Thaw, in honor of Ruth 

Kittner 

Gwen Vargas 

Larry and Claudia Viehland 

David Walton 

Jeffrey Workman 

John Wray, in honor of Waverly 

Presbyterian Church 

 

 

  

And the Wood Street Baking Company! 



COVID BY THE NUMBERS 

IT’S THE SAME DISEASE BUT A DIFFERENT DISEASE EXPERIENCE 
 

April through late June, Wilkinsburg and Richland township had the highest increase of Covid cases. Penn Hills has bumped all of 

these locales off that unenviable position with its rapid surge of cases in July, a trend continuing throughout August.   Since early 

June, the numbers in Wilkinsburg, Edgewood and Swissvale (our primary service areas) have gone up by about a dozen a week.  Half 

of our neighbors at the pantry report they know someone who has had Covid.  As of the end of August, in Wilkinsburg there have 

been 160 cases, Edgewood has had 18, and Swissvale 70 (still increasing).  Penn Hills seems to have stabilized at 380. 

 

Here is a different look at Covid. Although the virus will attack anyone, people who have fundamental underlying health issues, who 

live in crowded housing, and who have limited access to health care and good nutrition are particularly vulnerable.  This population is 

more likely to work in “front line” occupations—grocery stores, cleaning, hospitals, and food service, and is less likely to be able to 

afford to quarantine.  Instead of showing you numbers of cases, this graphic might better illustrate the challenges faced in our 

neighborhoods.  The orangish lines are Black males and females; the gray lines are White males and females. This is a snapshot of 

who has been infected, taken on August 8. 

 
Overall, Allegheny County’s “graph line” is still trending upward, presenting a sharp increase since early July.  County-wide, 28% of 

cases are black; 54 percent are female, and about 30% are in the 20-29-year age group; these cases have milder symptoms and 

although “only” 4% require hospitalizations, medical experts are predicting that many suffers will have long-term consequences.  Now 

we are seeing a growth in the number of cases among children 0-19 years.  Cases resulting in death are typically individuals over 50 

years of age. 

 
There is some good news in all of this:  shutting down the schools in March may have mitigated the impact on children.  The low 

numbers of children under 10 infected and hospitalized reflect that singular successful effort.  



 

 

JOIN THE MINISTRY: BE PART OF THE SOLUTION! 

And you shall not strip your vineyard bare, neither shall you gather the fallen grapes of your vineyard. You shall leave 

them for the poor and for the sojourner  Leviticus 19:10 

For I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me drink, I was a stranger and you welcomed me. 

Matthew 25:35 

The best of you are those who feed others. Musnad Ahmad 23408 
 

The instruction is clear: we are all enjoined to feed the hungry.  We invite you to join our ministry by making a gift for 

the cause.  The easiest way to give is to mail a check to us at 702 Wood Street, Pittsburgh PA 15221 

Network for Good: The link also is available on the WCM website. Network for Good (N4G) is an easy way to send regular 

support to Wilkinsburg Community Ministry.  Please note that N4G deducts a 5% fee for processing your gift. Gifts are sent to us 

on the 15th of the month after you make your gift. 

 

Monthly Gifts: You can set up your bank account to send WCM a monthly gift. It’s easy. Most checking accounts offer this 

service as part of their bill payment option. Add WCM to your automatic payment options, and enter the address: 702 Wood 

Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15221.  Select an amount and monthly. Your bank will send us a check every month in the amount you 

request.  This saves you postage and the post office will still receive the business. 

 

United Way.  Most major employers offer a United Way campaign.  Again, United Way takes a percentage of the gift; WCM is 

paid quarterly. 

 

AmazonSmile is operated by Amazon with the same products, prices, and shopping features as Amazon.com. The difference is 

that when you shop on AmazonSmile, the AmazonSmile Foundation donates 0.5% of the purchase price of eligible products to 

the charitable organization of your choice. Every item available for purchase on www.amazon.com is also available on 

AmazonSmile at the same price. Eligible products are marked "Eligible for AmazonSmile donation" on their product detail pages. 

Your shopping cart, Wish List, wedding or baby registry, and other account settings are also the same. On your first visit to 

AmazonSmile (smile.amazon.com), you select a charitable organization to receive donations from eligible purchases before you 

begin shopping on the SMILE.AMAZON.COM portion of the site. Amazon remembers your selection, and then every eligible 

purchase you make at smile.amazon.com will result in a donation. Be sure to remember to go to smile.amazon.com when you’re 

ready to shop. Items purchased through the regular amazon.com website do not qualify. 

 

RMD Charitable Giving: If your retirement finances consist of an individual retirement account (IRA), then starting at age 72 

you are required to take minimum distributions from your IRA.  Because of the coronavirus, the government is allowing people 

of any age to tap their IRA funds this way; this provision will probably change later in this year, but the increase to 72 will 

probably remain.  You may want to consider making an IRA Qualified Charitable Deduction (QCD) to benefit WCM.  As always, 

please consult your financial advisors! 

 

Bequests.  If you’d like to add Wilkinsburg Community Ministry to your estate, please contact the office.  We can send you a 

simple codicil that you can attach to your plans.   

 

Facebook Fundraisers.  If you use Facebook, you can encourage your friends to join our ministry.  Simply use an event (like a 

birthday, a special day, anniversary, or a commemoration) to set up a fundraiser.  Select Wilkinsburg Community Ministry as the 

recipient.  Invite your friends.  Facebook links with Network for Good, but there is no fee or charge.  Your friends won’t get 

mailings from us: Facebook doesn’t tell us who they are.  WCM gets the entire amount on the 15th of the month following the end 

of the fundraiser.  If you need help for this, ask you children or grandchildren, or call the office and we will walk you through the 

process. 

 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Leviticus+19%3A10&version=ESV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+25%3A35&version=ESV
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COMMUNITY NEWS 

 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

October 4-11: Virtual Crop Hunger Walk Week. Starting October 4, Crop 

Walkers will step out and step up the walking! Daily pictures of 

individual/small team walks will be posted on social media. If you have not 

created a team yet, you can do so at www.crophungerwalk.org/pittsburghpa   A 

key feature of the Walk this year will be fundraising through social media. 

Pictures/videos emailed to Beth Simon at simon.mbs@gmail.com, will be 

posted, by the CROP Walk tech-guru! 

 

The team with the most social media posts will win the Golden Sneaker! The coveted Golden Sneaker (left) has been in quarantine at 

6th Presbyterian since March. Will the Sneaker remain in its place at 6th Presbyterian?  Or will another team win the right to display 

it? Already this year’s Crop Walk has raised almost $1400. WCM will receive 25% of what is raised, so register your team and spread 

the word! A portion also goes to Church World Service and East End Community Ministry. 

 

Holiday Food Distribution. Every year we share at least 100 turkeys plus the trimmings to our neighbors at Thanksgiving and again 

at Christmas.  “Trimmings” includes boxed stuffing mix, cranberry sauce, potatoes OR sweet potatoes, a bag of onions, canned corn 

and either fresh or frozen green beans, corn bread mix, and a dessert mix.  The volume of trimmings is commensurate with the size of 

the family.  We repeat the exercise at Christmas.  Families sign up in advance for either Thanksgiving or Christmas.  Sign up for the 

Thanksgiving Distribution of Turkeys plus the Trimmings will start October 24 (United Nations Day) and continue until we have 100 

families or November 1 (All Saints Day), which ever happens soonest.  The Food Bank and the KDKA Turkey fund usually provide 

us with enough Giant Eagle gift cards for turkeys, but the dozen or so big families (5-8 people) can usually use a second gift card 

(because they need a larger turkey).  The Thanksgiving distribution will occur at 704 Wood Street on Monday-Wednesday, November 

23, 24, and 25, but will end promptly at 11:30 on the 25th so WCM staff can leave at noon to prep for their own holidays.  If you wish 

to donate to this project, please send us either gift cards (Giant Eagle) or a check. 

COMMUNITY GROUPS HELPING NEIGHBORS 

Wednesday Evening Knitting Club usually meets at the C. C. Mellor Library—now Zooming on the second and fourth Wednesdays 

at 6 p.m. The group is making hats, mittens and scarves for our neighbors.  Adult hats and scarves will be distributed at the pantry 

upon request! The Zoom meeting is https://zoom.us/204142753  The meeting ID is 204 142 753  You can contact the library at 412-

731-0909 or email at cccmellor@einetwork.net for more information!  CC Mellors Memorial Library has an array of online programs.  

See the event tab at the library website. 

The Wilkinsburg Library offers a Story Time with Ms. Rachel. This is a play list of 

recorded readings from Rachel Moore, the Children’s librarian, and some other guest 

readers, that you can access on at the Library's Facebook page.  

 

SAFETY ALERT! THE TWO-WAY STREET PROJECT 

It has been a long time coming, but the two-way direction on Wood Street has started.  For 

a month we had a humongous sign in front of WCM announcing “2-way traffic 8/10”and 

8/10 arrived.  Parking is being rearranged in front of the pantry, and we aren’t sure how that 

will work yet.  After the street was repaired and repaved, some painters arrived and painted 

parking spots without regard to the location of the meters.  At this point, parking is still 

open, but we don’t know how much longer.  Please be careful when you park, and extra 

careful when you cross the street.  Look both ways and don’t assume that people will 

observe the proper lanes and directions.  
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Wilkinsburg Community Ministry Churches United - Serving Together 
Wilkinsburg Community Ministry, a non-profit organization supported by area residents and congregations, responds 

to persistent needs of people of all faiths, addressing the human service crises in our community. 
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